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Athletics reeling from budget shortfalls
Wrestling, gymnastics teams
spared from chopping block
BY Craig Quintana and Linda Smith
Daily staff writers
The men’s gymnastics and wrestling programs were saved from the budget ax by an
emotional appeal from a coalition of students, alumni and interested boosters.
The programs were on the chopping
block yesterday as the Athletic Board of Directors considered interim Athletic Director
Vern Wagner’s recommendation to suspend
both sports. The board is a university steering committee that makes recommendations
to SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
Fifty people overflowed the conference
room and adjoining hallway in Tower Hall to
show their support for the programs. In the
end, their emotional appeals paid off as
the board voted unanimously not to sus-

pend them.
Wagner said the reasons for eliminating
the program were the need for coaching positions in other sports and his own uneasiness
regarding standards under which the programs operate.
"I’m an old wrestling coach and this is
very hard for me," Wagner said before the
meeting.
Wagner said he doesn’t have the money
to cover operating expenses and pay the
coaching staff adequately.
Also. Wagner said he was deeply concerned about the shoestring budgets the two
programs have operated under in past years.
When teams travel, he said it is not unlikely
for them to drive long distances to the meet,
continued on page 3

Men’s athletics estimates a $380,000 plus deficit
By Craig Quintana
Daily staff writer
The men’s athletic department all have
a $381,482 deficit at year’s end, according to
the program’s estimates of anticipated income.
The deficit figure came out of a funding
request to the Instructionally Related Activities Committee. The committee distributes
funds to 12 programs on campus.
The budget request was drawn up by
Lynn Eilefson, former men’s athletic director, whose resignation took effect April 1.
However, Vern Wagner, interim men’s
athletic director, discounted the figure and
said the actual deficit will be about $250,000.
"If I thought it was $380,000. I wouldn’t
have taken the job," Wagner said. "lilt was
that high, Lynn would’ve been out of here on
one bus and! would have been on the other."
When he and Eilefson realized there was
going to be a deficit, cutbacks were made to

lessen the blow, Wagner said
The IRA corn See related story mittee, composed of
four faculty memon page 4
bers and four students, makes recommendations to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton about distribution
of IRA funds to academic laboratory programs, such as radio station KSJS. Athletics
receives 66 percent of the IRA budget.
The estimated $381,482 deficit is the difference between the amount the men’s program was budgeted and the money the program expects to come in by the end of the
fiscal year, June 30.
In the IRA report, the men’s budget for
1985-86 was $1,687,273 while the anticipated
income is $1,305.791, leaving a deficit of
$381,482.
Students pay $5 a semester to support
IRA programs.

As a prerequisite for getting fundi.ig,
each program requesting an allocation must
submit its budget for the committee’s scrutiny.
The IRA budget was $280,602 last year
Men’s and women’s athletics received a total
of $190,000, or $95,000 each.
The program also received $1,244.80::
from the university general fund includin,,
salaries for the athletic director, some
coaches and support staff and their benefits.
A large shortfall in men’s athletics has
been anticipated for some time, but until
now an exact figure has been unavailable.
Two months ago, before his resignation,
Eilefson said the deficit would be less than
8100,000. The IRA request and budget were
formulated on Eilefson’s calculations.
Eilefson, who cited personal and family
considerations for his resignation, was recontinued on page 3

Increased
attendance
cuts losses

Reflective pusher

A.S. Program Board
makes money on movies
By Maria J. Gunter
Daily staff writer
Better attendance at the Associated Students Pro
g: i.r Board’s March events cut losses to $1,717, last
month’s activities report stated.
The report, prepared by program board Chairman
Stafford Hebert, outlines expenditures and income on program board events.
In the first two months of the year, the program boar,)
sponsored 17 events, at a net loss of $8,435, according to
the combined January and February monthly activities
report.
The two months were
combined in one report because the spring semester
only includes one week of
January.
In March, the program
board spent $7,802, stated
Hebert’s monthly activities report.
Income for the same
period was $6,085.
Of the 10 events in
March, five were free.
The free events inpro-life/proStafford
a
cluded
choice abortion debate, a
Ilebert,
jazz/fusion concert, a clasprogram board
sical music concert and a
chairman
lecture on the biological
basis of language.
was
Admission
charged for programs including three Wednesday Night Cinema films, the Red
Hot Chili Peppers concert and a concert of classical
music by Neil Rutman.
"We seem to have turned the corner this month
(March) with the Red Hot Chili Peppers show:’ Hebert
said.
January and February were slow months for the program board in terms of attendance but the situation is improving, Hebert said.
Hebert’s monthly activities report lists 17 events in
jAnuary and February, at a cost of $11,237. Total income
*as $2,802, resulting in a net loss of $8,435.
During those two months, the program hoard sponsored nine free programs, including the Humble Artist
Lecture series (co-sponsored by the Art Department),
noon concerts and a mime performance and workshop
The only event in January and February that made
money was the Wednesday Night Cinema selection on
Feb 19, "Pee ihee’s Big Adventure," attended by 442 peopi,. The program board made $436 from the film.
"famous Amos lecture was both the biggest expense
:,nd loss in January and February The program board
spent $3,670 on the event, and with $211 in ticket sales, lost
$3,459 net.
Although the punk rock concert was the best attended
March event, it also cost 44,700) and lost the most money
($478).
The Chili Peppers and Dot 3 played to a crowd of 700
in Morris Dailey Auditorium March 14.
The concert was a success despite the financial loss,
h,cause of high attendance, and most of the large amount
money spent was recovered, said Ted Gehrke, program
board faculty adviser.
But again, the single March program board event
that made money was "To Live and Die in L.A.,"
Wednesday Night Cinema movie shown March 5. The program board made a profit of $310 from the movie, attended by 339 people, the largest crowd at the March
Wednesday night movie series.
"Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome," shown March 12,
attracted a crowd of 180 and "Spies Like Us," screened
March 19, pulled an audience of 243.
The two films lost $179 and $94, respectively.

’We seem to
have turned the
corner this
month ( March)
with the Red
Hot Chili
Peppers show.’

Kathy Kinser

"Spartan Pusher" Kick Santos (left) comes
to the early morning aid of hungry students

Bids will follow
REC project’s
completed plans
By Suzanne Espinosa
Daily staff writer
Construction documents for the $20.1 million
Student Union Recreation and Events Center Project are two-thirds completed and on schedule for
the May 23 target date.
Project Manager Karl Kinczel of San Francisco-based architectural firm Hall, Goodhue,
Haisley and Barker, said that once the detailed
drawings are finished, they will be available to
SJSU.
The university can then advertise for contractors interested in constructing the center, Kinzcel
said. He said the most probable place to advertise
would he in construction newsletters.
Interested contractors will have an opportunity to examine the on -campus site after obtaining
the project diagrams, so they can then determine
their bids.
The site, at the corner of Seventh and San Carlos streets, is presently used for the archery field
and faculty and staff parking.
Once a contractor is selected by the university, the contractor’s hid will be presented to the
California State University Board of Trustees in
July for final approval.
The CSU system can then sell bonds that will
continued on page 3

seeking doughnuts, a pick-me-up cup of coffee or other assorted munchies near Clark

Daily staff photographer

Library. This is the view of Santos’ cart reflected in the building’s mirrored windows.

Group says CSU policy lacking
By Veda Anderson
writer
The California State Student Association called the proposed 1968
CSU conditional admission policy
confusing and inadequate and recommended it be changed.
The conditional admission policy
allows entering freshmen who do not
meet all course requirements for admission into CSU schools to be admitted in fall 1968. But the students
will have to make up the courses to
meet increased admission standards.
"It’s a slap in the face," said
Celia Esposito, CSSA director of academic affairs Esposito said that one
major problem with the policy is that
it does not plan for conditional admissions after 1992.
"There are no facts, no studies.
no statistics, so why make the assumption that by 1992 there will be no
need for conditional admittance’?
We’d get a ’C’ on a paper like this,"
she said.
The CSSA, which represents students in the California State University system, also criticized the policy
because it stated that the foreign language requirement could be waived
if a student knows a language. However, it did not explain the process for
waiving the requirement.
"This policy could be confusing
Daily staff

’There are no facts,
no studies, no
statistics, so why
make the assumption
that by 1992 there will
be no need for
conditional
admittance?’
Celia

Esposito,

CSSA director
of academic affairs
and make students discouraged
about going to school," said Kern
Johnson, CSSA liaison to the chancellor’s office.
Johnson also said the number of
high school counselors available to
explain the policy to students might
be inadequate.
The CSU Board of Trustees has
not approved the policy, but the CSSA
said that there is a good possibility
that the board will pass the policy
since it’s supplemental to the new ad-

mission requirements.
The policy, submitted by the CSC
Admissions Advisory Council, an advisory group to the CSU Board of
Trustees, states that in fall 1988 students will be admitted if they have
completed at least 10 of the 15 required courses.
In fall 19139, 12 of the required
courses will have to be completed,
and in fall 1990 and 1991, 14 of the 15
courses required will have to be met
for admittance.
Each year at least six of the required seven units in mathematics
and English must be met, and students enrolling in 1992 will have to
complete all the requirements to be
admitted.
The policy also states that all
course deficiencies will have to be
made up within the first 36 semester
units t 54 quarter units) attempted
CSSA members agreed that
conditional admission policy is necessary but expressed concern about
doubling the requirements each year
and including a 36-semester -unit time
limit to complete the required
courses
"Can the universities offer
enough classes to allow students to
complete the units they are missing
in (two or three) semesters’?" asked
continued on page 3
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Left to die in a Vietnamese jungle
"Anglo Saxon leader, this is Wolfhound forward, do
you Roger?"
"This is Anglo Saxon leader, go."
"We have one well-equipped, battalion-size Viet (’ring
element coming directly our position. Requesting artillery, over."
"Negative, Wolfhound leader. There is one civilian
defense group iCIDGI moving peasants and oxen in your
area of operation (AO). It will be a no-fire zone until 1600
hours when all civilians are out of your AO. Over."
"Roger your last transmission, Anglo Saxon leader
That CIDG moved through our locale two hours ago. ’Victor Charles’ still advancing our position. Wolfhound tor ward elements have engaged enemy elements hand to
hand, trying to conserve ammo. Still requesting arty. We
are down to 100 rounds per man. Wolfhound forward,
out."
"Roger your last, Wolfhound. Asking Anglo Saxon
command if arty request can be filled. Out."
"Thanks, Anglo Saxon. ’Sir Charles’ is still moving
our locale. Main force is around 500 meters, walking out
of jungle line. Holding all fire until complete unit is in
clearing. Will try to catch ’Charlie’ in crossfire."
"Anglo Saxon leader to Wolfhound forward, over."
"Wolfhound forward, hear you loud and clear, go."
"Anglo Saxon command denied your request for arty
until 1400 hours. Dig in and implement single-shot defensive to conserve ammo. Utilize mortar platoon, Anglo
over."
"Don’t give me that shit. I’ve been in this man’s
Army for 16 years and need some kind of overhead support or ’Charlie’ will overrun us in minutes. Enemy element is now 400 meters moving directly our defense. Say
again, CIDG unit moves through this A() two hours ago.
Call high command. Send up a spotter. Wolfhound over."
"Wolfhound forward if you have a personal problem,
soldier, take it to the chaplain. You volunteered your entire unit to opecate in a no-fire zone, knowing it was a dangerous mission. Saxon over."
"M
r Don’t give me that shit. You could care
less about that CIDG unit. We are some of the finest fighting men in Vietnam. You give us some artillery support,
you rear-camp officer. I guarantee your ass is going to be
in a sling when we get back to base camp, soldier. Wolfhound over."
"I’ll call division command ASAP in Cu Chi to Roger

John
Lucero
your request. Saxon over."
"We’ve got you loud and clear on your last transmission. Viet Cong element is now 300 yards still moving in a
human -wall wave. They are supported by North Vietnamese regulars with tanks and light mortars. Desperately
seeking artillery. Wolfhound, over."
"No answer, yet, Wolfhounds. Battalion commander
wants to have a few words with leader. This Anglo Saxon
command, you get your ass in there and fight. You are
’Wolfhounds,’ 25th Infantry Division. You’re a jungle unit,
so act like one. You are the only American unit to fight
Russians on Russian soil. Tough fights are a tradition
with the 25th. Now get your asses back in their and fight."
"Thanks, Saxon commander. But we don’t need a
sales job. We need some artillery. These ’Charlie Conga’
are well disciplined. They haven’t broken ranks yet. Element is now 100 yards and we are engaged in firefight.
Try high command again. Hounds out."
"Anglo Saxon command to Wolfhounds. We’ve raised
high-command and they are considering your order for
artillery, Saxon over."
"Saxon, this is Wolfound, ’Charlie has penetrated our
defense. We are engaged in close fighting and hand-tohand. NVA tanks are keeping us pinned down unable to
concentrate firepower at automatic weapons. Hounds
out."
"Hang in there, Wolfhounds. Saxon out."
"Saxon leader to Wolfhound forward, over."
"Saxon leader to Hounds forward. Command has affirmed your request for arty."
"Saxon leader to Wolfhounds, Saxon leader to Wolfhounds, do you Roger?"
"Wolfhounds. Wolfhounds. Wolfhounds, do you
Roger?"

Movie star politics bad for Carmel
Carmel, that quaint, picturesque town where tourists
love to roam the streets and visit the charming little
shops, is a vacationer’s dream. But if Clint Eastwood is
elected mayor it could be trouble in paradise.
Eastwood, 55, first brought his two cents to Carmel
when he opened the Hogsbreath Inn Restaurant and soon
became a familiar face around town. Owning a restaurant is one thing but running for mayor?
Sounds like Eastwood might be trying to follow in the
footsteps of Washington’s silver screen star.
If Eastwood really wants to get into politics he should
do it somewhere else, not in Carmel where the 4,700 residents want to remain a small and unobtrusive community.
Something suggests that Eastwood thinks he’s already won the ball game. Who does he think he is complaining the incumbent mayor is "ineffectual?"
"We need leadership, experience and some old-fashioned logic to get back on track," Eastwood was quoted as
saying.
Eastwood, the star of countless motion pictures and
one of Hollywood’s most eligible bachelors, is hardly the
kind of candidate a community would consider to bring
back old-fashioned values. New values maybe, old fashioned, no.
Carmel has always managed to remain an old-fashioned town despite its high tourist following; and if
Eastwood becomes mayor, Carmel is bound to become
double the tourist attraction it already is.
Now, this might to add much to the economy of Carmel but the small town might not be ready for it. Do the
residents of Carmel really realize what having "Dirty
Harry" for their mayor might do to their little community? Hopefully, they won’t be willing to take that risk.
Only the ballots will say for sure.
In his platform statement Eastwood promised to deal

Cindi
Hansen
with problems such as tourism, water and parking. Now,
what does Eastwood possibly plan to do about tourism, attract more of them with his pretty face seated in City
Hall?
And how about parking? If Carmel could do something about their parking problem it surely would have
been done by now. There is just no room in Carmel for
more parking and tearing down buildings to make parking lots is surely no answer for Carmel.
And if Eastwood thinks he can fix whatever water
problem Carmel has, more power to him. If "Dirty
Harry" can’t do it, nobody can.
It’s their decision though. Maybe the people of Carmel want a movie star for a mayor. Maybe they want to
have Clint Eastwood fans flocking their council meetings
just to catch a glimpse of his baby blues. If that is what
they want, it could change the Carmel as we know it today
into a three-ring circus.
It’s a little inappropriate to say that movie actors
don’t belong in politics, but in the case of Carmel, they
don’t.
When the residents of Carmel walk to the polls today,
let’s hope they’ll think twice about Eastwood.
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I Must Say. . .

Letters to the Editor
Job hunters should seek out office
Editor,
Lately I have been listening to students complain
about not being able to find a job. Obviously, they haven’t
heard about the Career Planning and Placement.
The Career Planning and Placement offers a variety
of jobs: something for everyone. A student can find temporary, seasonal, part-time or full-time positions. In February alone, 2,464 part-time jobs were listed and 11,275
full-time positions were open.
Rather than complain about not being to find employment, why not gel into the Career Planning and Placement and start looking in Business Classrooms, Room 13.
Sandy Sousa
Junior
Public Relations

Sammy Hagar has his own style
Editor,
This is in response to Maria Gunter’s review in the
Entertainer of Van Halen’s new album, ’5150’ about the
combination of Sammy Hagar and Van Haien, Sammy replacing former Van Haien vocalist David Lee Roth.
I agree that Hagar has a likable sound that may be
similar to other popular rock bands. However. Sammy
Hagar doesn’t and won’t need to camouflage the maniac
Roth as far as style of singing goes. Sammy Hagar has always been his own style of maniac, not just one who’s love
object is a red Trans Am that can’t drive 55.
A reevaluation of Sammy Hagar’s style is something
Gunter should consider.
I am well aware of what Sammy and the boys are up
to these days and what newcomer Hagar has been up to.
Maybe some more research on Hagar would have helped
Gunter’s view of Hagar.
Ken Peter Ruinard
Sophomore
Journalism

Election board rebuts editorial
Editor,
As individual students associated with the election
board of SJSU, we are writing this letter to rebut the editorial of April 2, 1986.
It has been noted that the election board was appointed three weeks before the elections. Appointing the
election board is up to the personnel board and they had
several other boards and committees to appoint.
Also, for the time we were given to get everything together, the Election Board did an excellent job.
The board:
established the guidelines for the election in less
than 24 hours.
r organized the agenda for the orientation meeting,
within 24 hours, and set up a successful candidate forum.
r held meetings to help ensure a successful election.
These meetings included any special meetings necessary
due to complaints filed.
r held recruitment drives for poll officials, putting in
many hours as poll supervisors and poll officials.
The editorial states: "The election board must enforce the same rules and regulations each year and run
the elections in a consistent fashion." Because minimal
records for the past four years have been kept on the election process and no one on the board had served before,
this was difficult to do
Anyone who reads Act 9 will understand it is vague
and that it is up to the election board to interpret it. This is
one reason why Act 9 is up for revision and why the election board hopes to have input in the revision.
It is true that more publicity should have been done,
including announcements on KSJS. It is not, however,
solely the election board’s responsibility to publicize the
election. The media could have been more active.
Low turnout at the polls can be blamed on a number
of reasons, including the bad weather March 12
Only one candidate complained of the inadequately
publicized deadline for filing for candidacy, not several as
the article stated.
The article suggests that the board make guidelines
for the future election boards This decision was made by
the board long before the editorial was printed. We hope
to do whatever is possible for future boards not to have
many problems that we encountered.
Katie Okishime
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Sophomore
International Business

I,ynn Renningfield
Junior
Political Science
Susan Lancia
Senior
Marketing
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Scott
Van Camp
Tearjerkers
t’s convenient to be able to shed a tear in the privacy of your own home.
CBS did us that favor last night, when it
aired "Nobody’s Child: Based on the True Story of
Baiter."
Marie
Baiter was a woman who battled and eventually
beat mental illness, after some 20 years of life in a
mental institution. Mario Thomas made it a tearjerker.
I’m a sucker for a good tearjerker.
1.7
It all started with Lassie. The damned dog was
always getting into trouble.
Trapped in a forest fire, beaten by an illegal
hunter, breaking a hind leg. "WHAAAAAAA." The
tears flowed way back then.
But it got worse. Any show with animals became
a tearjerker. Bambi was tough on me, but I was determined not to show my emotions after the show.
"How did you like the movie, DEAR?" Mom
asked outside. She had uttered the key word.
"WHAAAAAAA."
It wasn’t limited to animals. Watching "Flipper" (The Movie) was really tough. Especially when
the bad guys gave him electro-shock therapy. When
Sandy and Bud went to call him with that weird little
horn they stuck in the water, and Flipper didn’t answer with that high-pitched voice of his:
"WHAAAAAAA."
Even now, on "Wild Kingdom" when Jim
Fowler wrestles the pygmy rhinoceros (while Marlon takes a jacuzzi), the rhino gets my undivided
sympathy.
You’d think ass person gets older he or she
would be less prone to emotional outbursts. Not so.
It’s worse.
I’ve now learned not to watch animal programs,
but as time has gone by, tearjerkers have taken
other forms, .
Just the other day, on "Star Games," when The
Love Boat Mermaids came back from a distant third
to win the kayak competition, it was just too much
"WHAAAAAAA."
Increasingly, those forms aren’t even human.
Extraterrestrials are tough on the eyes. It started
with "Close Encounters of the Third Kind." You
couldn’t really see the little devils in the spaceship.
They could have been ugly, butt cried anyway. E.T.
WAS ugly, but the tears flowed freely.
Unfortunately for me, today’s movies are
judged almost solely on their ability to stimulate the
tear ducts.
"Terms of Endearment" was the worst. It had
every mark of a tearjerker.
r A Love-Hate relationship helps. In "Terms,"
it was mother-daughter.
r An illness. One that evokes a lot of emotion. In
this case, it was cancer.
...Cute kids who cry on cue.
r An attractive lead actor. That did it for me.
Debra Winger fit the bill nicely, although it was
more devastating when she went out and married
Tim Hutton. "WHAAAAAAA."
I’m a sucker for good performances. Sally Field
in "Places in the Heart," Jessica Lange in
"Frances," Meryl Streep in "Sophie’s Choice." Theaters were flooded with tears, and not just my own.
Viewers should have been warned beforehand.
"This theater is available for rental, and this
movie is a tearjerker, so if you think you’re going to
slobber, please see the manager. Enjoy the show."
LI

there I was Sunday night, just Marto and I,
Sowith little droplets forming in the corner of my
eyes.
When she finally won against every enemy
known to man, I felt relieved. Five minutes were
left. The credits should have come up right there.
Then her husband died. "WHAAAAAAA."
Scott Van Camp is assistant sports editor. His columns appear Tuesday and every other Thursday.
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Athletics in crisis

CSU policy called ’confusing’

Men’s athletics anticipates whopping ’86 deficit
continued from page I
placed in an interim capacity by Assistant Athletic Director Wagner.
Other university bodies have
placed the deficit between $200,000
and $300,000.
In the IRA report, the men’s budget fell short in a number of areas.
The deficit resulted from shortfalls in
the areas of gate receipts ($237,071);
corporate sponsorship ($78,000); donations from the Spartan Foundation
($58,310), and guarantees for away
games ($21,000).
The program realized a $21,239
surplus in the areas of payment for
radio and television appearances,
program sales, parking and miscellaneous income.
The bulk of the deficit was attributed by Eilefson and others to a dismal football season. The team’s losing record, 2-8-1, resulted in low
spectator turnout.
The backbreaker for the men’s
program was the gate receipts. The
difference in ticket sales accounted
for more than half of the deficit. Wagner attributed the shortfall to Eilefson’s overly enthusiastic projections
of community support.
"Lynn started the marketing. He
started the Gold Rush. He thought he
could generate community support,"
Wagner said. "But when you lose
your opening game against Cal, you
can forget it."
Eilefson has said that in past
years the budget was saved by
money from televised football
games. Before this year, he said, the
income from football games was always above the amount budgeted. He
said football usually received two
television slots a year, bringing in
about $250,000 each.

Julie Lugar

Daily staff photographer

David Peterson and Roy Palassou listen to the members of the
athletic board while pleading the case for Men’s Gymnastics.
This year, because of a U.S. Supreme Court ruling against the National Collegiate Athletic Association, television coverage of college
sports is no longer regulated by the

conference, Eilefson said.
Spartan football made only one
television appearance last fall, and
that was on ESPN which does not pay
as much as network coverage.

The Sport of Lowered Expectations
When all the receipts are in at the close of the fiscal year for
the men’s athletic department on June 30, officials expect to
be operating $38 1 ;482 under expectations. Below are the
budgeted and anticipated revenues by income category.
income
Anticipoted
Mem.
Boillsted
Sara
MAU
At Yerei End
laes er1)
IRA
$95,000
895,000
0
Spartan Foundation
288,543
230,233
(658.310)
Gate (home)
452,459
215,388
(237.0711
Guarantees
445,000
424,000
(21.000)
Radio TV
33.000
38,000
5,000
Program Sales
5,255
5,525
270
Parking
4,800
4,979
179
Special Events
45,578
51.500
15.922)
University Night
3,000
582
12,4181
Corporate Sponsors
83,000
5.000
178.000)
Miscellaneous
23,000
38,790
15.790
’Mere Castle, matron. M a thew soccer camp
’Tf-All conference tisifisrtion

continued from page I
Brian Dowling, CSSA controller.
"Some classes at universities
are so compacted that students
don’t gel in until their senior year,"
Esposito said. "How are the conditional admits going lobe able to get
in in the amount of time allotted?"
The CSSA is also disturbed because the policy states that if students don’t complete the requirements in the time given, they will
be put on administrative probation.
"There are serious connotations behind administrative probation," Esposito said. "A student on
administrative probation has to
prove that he or she can handle
courses before enrolling and must
meet with an adviser regularly."
Another problem the CSSA has
with the policy is that it forces special admits to compete with condi-

continued from page I
provide most of the financing to pay
the selected contractor.
Construction on the events center
is scheduled to begin in September.
The center is being designed to
include three sections: an outdoor
swimming pool, a multi -purpose
gymnasium and an events arena with
a capacity of 5,500.
The pool will be across the street
from the arena and gymnasium on
Eighth Street, between San Carlos
Street and the Dining Commons for
the residence halls.
The arena and gymnasium will
occupy one facility on San Carlos
Street between Seventh Street and
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compete and then spend hours on the
road returning.
Wagner said that did not constitute a "good collegiate atmosphere"
for student athletes.
"It’s just not fair to the athlete,"
Wagner said.
The men’s athletic department is
faced with a $381,482 deficit this year,
and future program deficits have
been predicted by a university task
force. Cutting the wrestling and gymsave
would
nastics
programs
$21,000 and $5,657, respectively, Wagner said.
A supporter for the wrestling
team countered that was just a drop
in the bucket.
After Wagner made his case before the board, wrestling coach
Danny Kida and Rich Chew, the
men’s gymnastics coach, were allowed to plead their case.
Kida spoke about the high record
of success the wrestling program has
enjoyed both academically and competitively. Though in his first year,
Kida said he could raise the necessary funds to continue the program.
Chew told the board it could
count on him to raise the money
needed to fuel the budget. He cited
his proven track record in meeting
his revenue projections. Chew’s
statements were corroborated by
Tony McDonnell. director of the
Spartan Foundation, the university’s
fund-raising and booster group.
Both coaches stressed that a decision was needed last night because
both programs are in the middle of
the recruiting process. Without a
firm commitment from the board,
both coaches said they might have to
turn prospective athletes away in
order not to mislead them.
The greatest show of support was
from the gymnastics alumni, who
emotionally made their appeal to the
assembled board. Roy Palassou, 1984
graduate and one of the star athletes
of the gymastics team, made an impassioned appeal to the board.
David Peterson, a 1983 graduate
and team captain of the gymnastics
team in 1982, orchestrated the lobbying campaign that garnered hundreds of phone calls and thousands of
signatures on behalf of the sports.
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said that the number of students involved in the added category of
special admissions would be very
small, if not null.
"We are not saying that it is not
a problem." Bigelow said. "What
we are saying is that it is an insignificant problem "
Bigelow said that the report
was fairly easy to understand. The
only thing that could be considered
confusing is the chart involving the
conditional and special admission
categories, he said.
The CSSA will send a letter addressing its concerns to Chancellor
W. Ann Reynolds and the board of
trustees. The letter will also recommend that the CSU system offer
more classes to alleviate access
problems students admitted conditionally might have.

the Health Center on Ninth Street.
Kinzcel said that he has received
instructions from Student Union Director Ron Barrett to include a
wheelchair ramp in the pool. Kinzcel
said he was not certain whether the
ramp would require the pool lo be enlarged from its planned size of 25 by
66 yards. The pool will range in depth
from 31/2 to 13 feet.
Barrett said in February that he
expects the pool to be completed by
summer 1987. The arena and gymnasium are scheduled to be completed
by summer 1988.
An official name for the center
has not yet been determined by the
Student Union Board of Directors,

Project Manager
Karl Kinzcel said
that he has received
instructions . . . to
include a wheelchair
ramp in the pool.
who will manage it.
SUBOD agreed in February to
refer to the project as the "Student
Union Recreation and Events Center
Project," until an offical name is selected for the center.

GET ACQUAINTED WITH
SJSU SORORITY WOMEN

Show of large support
helps programs survive

Since 1934

tional admits for access to CSU
schools.
Only 8 percent of CSU students
are admitted under special circumstances. Students who qualify for
special admission are non-high
school graduates or graduates not
from the top one-third who have
completed all the required preparatory subjects for admission.
The new policy would allow
high school graduates (or equivalent ) from the top one-third who
have too few units to be admitted
under normal conditional admissions to be admitted under the special admissions category.
"Special and conditional admits would now be competing for
that 8 percent," Dowling said.
Ralph Bigelow, CSU associate
dean of educational support services and institutional relations,

Rec center construction on schedule

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
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FREE OPEN HOUSE & DINNER

tie also acted as the main spokesman of community support for the
two programs. The community would
be able to provide the needed financial backing if just given the chance,
Peterson said.
However, the board questioned if
the amount of support displayed at
the meeting could be counted on to
generate the needed dollars in the
coming years.
"Give us the chance to show you
the support we can give this program," Peterson said.

WHEN:
WHERE:
WHY:
WHO:
HOW:

Thursday, April 10 at 5-7:30 p.m.
Allen Hall Dormitory Lounge.
To meet sorority women, and receive in
formation about sororities.
All SJSU women or anyone who will be
entering SJSU Fall 1986,
Call 277-2191 for reservations/registration or sign up at the table in front of the
Student Union April 7- 1 O.

IT’S 11 O’CLOCK,
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR TAX DOLLARS ARE?
MILITARY SPENDING AND YOU!
IN CLASS TEACH-IN:

APRIL 8, TUESDAY
APRIL 9, WEDNESDAY
MILITARY SPENDING ACCOUNTS FOR A LARGE PORTION OF THE UNITED STATES ECONOMY. MILITARY
SPENDING AND THE TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTED BY IT PLAY SUCH AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN OUR LIVES
THAT THEY MAY WELL BE THE MOST RELEVANT AND CENTRAL EDUCATIONAL ISSUE OF OUR TIME.
CONSEQUENTLY, WE URGE ALL INTERESTED SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STUDENTS TO
DEVOTE TWO ACADEMIC CLASS DAYS TUESDAY, APRIL 8th, AND WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9th TO A
DISCUSSION OF HOW MILITARY SPENDING AFFECTS OUR ECONOMY AND OUR PERSONAL LIVES.
STUDENTS PURSUING ANY CAREER, WHETHER RELATED TO THE ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE OF LITERATURE
OR ENGINEERING, BIOLOGY OR SOCIOLOGY, ARE AFFECTED BY AND SHOULD HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY
ABOUT THIS ISSUE, AND CLASS TIME USED FOR THIS PURPOSE IS THEREFORE MOST APPROPRIATE.
FILMS, VIDEOS, SLIDES AND LITERATURE WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE IN THE SJSU CHAPEL FROM 10-3 ON
BOTH DAYS.
ENDORSED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, FACULTY FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, STUDENTS FOR
PEACE AND THE FOLLOWING FACULTY.
Bob Gliner, Sociology
June Oberdorfer, Geology
Kathleen Hallam, English
Jack Kurzweil, Elec. Eng,
Douglas Dowd, Economics
Roberta Ahlquist, Teacher Ed.
Fred Iltis, Biology
Jane M. Day, Mathematics
Conrad Borovski, Foreign Lang.
Maria Smallwood, Afro -Amer. St.
Alan Young, Sociology
Larry Brewster, Political Science
Bert Muhly, Urban and Reg. Plan.
Harris Martin, History
Hugh Edgar, Math.
David Elliot, Comm. St.
Ken MacKay, Meteorology
Richard Keady, Religious St.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, Counseling
Murray Whitaker, Sociology
Barbara Jones, Anthropology
George Moore, History

Bud Andersen, Psychology
Marjorie Craig, Counseling
Robin Brooks, History
Winfield W. Salisbury II, Sociology
Royce Jones, Counseling
Norb Firnhaber, Religious Studies
Bill Brick, Meterology
Gerard Burger, Foreign Lang,
Geoff Tootell, Sociology
Devayani Smith, Anthropology
Barbara Dubins, History
David McNeil, History
Jim Walsh, History
Michael Beeson, Math
Susan Baird, Business
Lou Eastman, Philosophy
George Sicular, Engineering
Scott Rice, Engligh
Alan Barnett, Humanities
Nils Peterson, English
Jan Kelly, Communication St.
Jane Boyd, Womens Studies

Phil Wander, Communication Studies
Judith Lessow-Hurley, Teacher Ed
Marvin Lee, Economics
Steven M. Millner, Afro -Amer. St.
Marian Robinson, Engligh
David Asquith, Sociology
Mike Otten, Sociology
Edith Crowe, Library
Mozelle Watson, Afro -Amer. St.
Don Keesey, Humanities
Harold Hodges, Sociology
David Eakins, History
Chet Winton, Sociology
Jo Sprague, Comm. St.
John Baird, Business
Jack Douglas, Library
Selmer Burkom, English
Charles Burdick, History
Shiela Bienenfeld, Psychology
Frank Schiavo, Environmental St.
Jim Freeman, Anthropology
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Wrestlers look to future
after surviving cutback
kenJohnston
Deny staff writer
The Spartan % rest I ing team
could have been eliminated yesterday at the SJSU Athletic Board meeting
But in a 6-0 vote, both the wrestling team and men’s gymnastics
team will remain on campus.
Both had been considered for
elimination in light of the sports budget deficit.
Prior to the meeting, wrestling
coach Danny Kida said he was not
told about the cuts and he said the
media probably knew more about it
than he did.
"We are going to keep the progam going until they say we can’t."
SJSU will continue to have team
workouts from 3 to 5 p.m. weekdays
at the Spartan Complex.
"We would like to see the program grow and gain the success it
had and gain new success," said
sports information director Lawrence Fan "Coach Kida has only
been the head coach for a year, and
he hasn’t really had the time it takes
to rebuild the team and get them

back on their feet "
The Spartans have been the
PCAA champions 10 of the last 13
seasons
The team’s best season came in
1982, when it won the PCAA title and
placed ninth at the NCAA tourney.
SJSU finished with a 2-11-1 record this past season.
"I think that in due time, the
progam will be able to gain the status that it once enjoyed," Kida said
Spartan wrestler Scott Benson
is also optimistic about the future.
"I don’t think that it would be a
good idea if they do cancel the sport
because we don’t spend that much of
the school’s money. We’re pretty
much on our own," Benson said prior
to the meeting.
He also said the team just needs
some more time before it starts getting the fan support it needs.
"They might want to drop wrestling because we do not have a lot of
athletes going out for the sport," he
said.
"I think that the team needs
about another year or two to get. . . back where it was and get more

Gymnasts use petitions
to demonstrate opposition

’I think. . . the
program will be able
to gain the status
that it once enjoyed.’
Danny Kida,
&LW wrestling coach
people supporting the program,
which will mean more money for the
school "
Since the program will be allowed to continue, Kida will get his
chance to improve the squad by recruiting some new athletes this
spring

By 1 rla
Dady staff wrom
With one throw at Saturday’s
Fresno Bee Games, junior discus
thrower Dan Katches took a first
place, set a personal best and moved
up a notch on the SJSU all-time discus list.
Katches was one of several Spartans who placed high at the meet,
held despite wet weather.
The games were divided into two
categories of competition: the open
category, consisting of universities
and track clubs, and the university only category.
Katches took the university event
with a toss of 187 feet, 9 inches, which
mimed him from fifth to fourth on the
Spartans’ all-time list.
"That (Katches’ throw ) leaves
him just short of qualifying for the
. NCAA (championships)," said head
coach Marshall Clark.
To qualify. Katches needs a
throw of 190 feet.
Another top SJSU finisher was
pole vaulter Dan Besmer, who placed
. first in the university section of the
meet with a vault of 15-2
Clark said Besmer has been performing very well lately
"Ile wasn’t happy with the
height," Clark said. "but he won."

By. Urla Hill
Daily staff writer
The SJSU women’s softball team
split a NorPac doubleheader with Oregon State University Saturday evening, winning the first game, 2-1, and
losing the nightcap, 3-0.
The Spartans are now 15-5 overall and 3-1 in NorPac. The Beavers
drop to 8-18, 2-2.
SJSU travels to UC-Berkeley tomorrow to play the Bears, favored to
finish second in NorPac.
In the first inning of the first
game against Oregon State, the Spartans took a 1-0 lead when left fielder
Gina Anning scored on a sacrifice fly
by third baseman Lisa Wagner.
Wagner. who had two RBI in the
first contest, credited Anning.
"Gina ( was the one who) got on
base for me to hit her in," she said.
In the top of the sixth, the Beavers threatened, with runnners on
second and third and one out.
However, SJSU pitcher Gale
Dean was able to retire Adrienne
Mason and Sharon Tackett on fly
balls to end the inning and preserve
the Spartans’ 1-0 advantage.
However, the Beavers would not
be denied.
In the top of the seventh, they
tied it up when Karen Schoonover
scored on a triple by I.ianne Watanabe to send the game into extra innings.
Though Dean was pleased with
her overall performance, the seventh
inning bothered her.
"Every time I pitch, there’s always a certain hit that gets to me like

In the ()pen category, shot putter
Dennis DeSoto took third with a
throw of 61 feet, while senior Fred
Schumacher threw the hammer 216-6
to take fifth

"He ran a good rac( ," Clark
said. "It was very competitive. Many
of the runners were stumbling
throughout the race(
In the open 1500-meters, Rich
Muslim placed fourth with a time of
3:56.8.
The Spartans host l’SC Saturday
in a dual meet at Bud Winter Field

Jay DWI*/ Daily staff photographer
ti.ltirs I,isa Ferrante has the team’s only h
run this year

By Michael McCarthy
Daily staff writer
The SJSU women’s tennis team
has been nearly unbeatable this year,
and the University of Oregon found
that out the hard way Saturday at
South Campus
The Spartans. now 13-3 and 1-1 in
NorPac, trounced Oregon, 9-0, in recording their second shutout in a row
and fifth of the season.
SJSU has now won nine of its last
ten games.

Hughes and the five other gymnasts were placed with competing
teams because their teams didn’t
qualify for the regionals.
"It was a real high-pressured
kind of meet," said SJSU coach
Jackie Walker. "The whole gym was
tense "
Usually the "Rock of Gilbraltar"
on the balance beam. Hughes fell
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’Kids are going to
think gymnastics is
a bad choice if

(SJSU) shuts us
down.’
Robert Shawler,
SJSU gymnast
ling better," Reed said. "Next year
we will be one of the best teams ever
(at SJSU) "
The Spartans finished 7-10 this
year.

d double or a triple," she said.
"It gets me down and mad."
SJSU finally put the game away
in the bottom of the eleventh.
Since the game went extra innings, the player who made the third
out in the previous inning started out
the next inning at second base.
Lisa Ferrante opened the bottom
of the eleventh at second and advanced to third on a sacrifice bunt by
Anning.
After Ali McCargo was retired.
Wagner came to bat and ended the
drama with a single to center field to
drove in Ferrante with the winning
run.
About her second RBI, which
drove in the winning run. Wagner
said, "We did it together. Otte person
can’t do it ( win the game) alone."
Beavers’ head coach Carol
Browning said her team didn’t deserve to lose.
"I felt like we really outplayed
them," she said. "They’re a scrappy
team. We were better defensively
and at batting.
"(They were fortunate enough)
to get the right breaks and the base
hits."
In the second game, the Beavers
turned the tables on the Spartans,
winning 3-0.
OSD’s first score came in the bottom of the third when Lisa Ginoza
singled, went to second on a walk and
scored on a single by Kris Kamraths.
The Beavers scored twice more
in the bottom of the fifth inning to put
them ahead by three.
With the bases loaded, Wata

Spartan lady netters whitewash Oregon Ducks, 9-0
lured as many as three games in a
set.
Kelly Simons, the No. 1 seed,
wasted no time in a 6-1, 6-0 thrashing
of Sarah Grail, and Chandra Thompson posted an identical mark against
her foe in the No. 3 match.
SJSU’s Vivian McAdam breezed
past the Ducks’ Cindy Grail, 6-1, 6-1
at the No. 4 position, and the No. 5
match saw Anh-Dao Espinosa whip
Tracy Barton. 6-3,6-2.
Whitney Clarke wrapped up the

"It was a good win since it was in
our conference," coach Lisa Beritzhoff said.
"They were a lot stronger since
last year, and we showed that we
were a lot stronger too."
The Spartans lost only one set in
the entire match.
In the No. 2 singles contest,
Shelly Stockman held off a tough
Helen Deth, 7-5, 6-7, 6-4.
But in the other eight contests,
the Ducks were fortunate if they cap-

Hughes finishes 28th overall in NCAA Western regional competition
By Linda Smith
Daily staff writer
At the NeAA Western Regional
Championships at Oregon State on
Saturday, Sheila Hughes concentration may have faltered.
Competing with Stanford’s team.
Hughes placed fourth in the field of
six individual all-around competitors. hut 28th overall

"in an attempt to curb a projected
$300,000 deficit in the men’s athletic
department’s budget."
But the gymnasts said the problem is not theirs.
"There is no real reason to cut
us," gymnast Brian Heery said.
"We are self-sufficient, and we work
hard for our club."
Shawler said if the program had
been dropped, he’d have been disappointed, but would stay at SJSU.
"I only have one more year so I
would stay," he said. "But I’d like to
finish because I have set (gymnastic) goals for myself.
"But freshmen would have to
transfer and it would be toughest on
them."
Current Spartans would not be
the only ones to suffer, Shawler said.
"It would hurt clubs currently
active in the sport," he said. "Kids
are going to think gymnastics is a
bad choice if (SJSU) shuts us
down."
Only one gymnast would be lost
to graduation, and team members
are optimistic about next year.
"We are a good team and get -

SJSU softball team splits
two games with Beavers

Katches takes
first in discus
at Fresno meet

"Our field events went part it’
ularly well commiering the conditions," Clark said.
Although the wet conditions
made the running events treacher
rms. Chris Becerra finished second
out of 20 runners in the open 800-meters with a time of 1 minute, 54.3 seconds.

By Michael McCarthy
Daily staff writer
When the men’s gymnastics
team found out that it might not be
back next year, a feeling of disbelief
struck the squad.
"Chills were going through my
body when I first heard Friday
night," said Spartan gymnast Robert Shawler. " ’What am I going to
do?’ I thought."
Fellow gymnast Brian Reed agreed.
"It was all kind of a sudden, and
now we are struggling to remain,"
Reed said yesterday before a decision was made to keep the team.
Both the gymnastics and wrestling programs were mentioned as
possible cuts for next year to cover
budget deficits.
Before the Athletic Board met
yesterday, the gymnasts started a
petition stating their point of view.
They expected to have collected
nearly 4,000 signatures in support of
their stand before the meeting.
The petition states that the
group has not been allocated any
money for next year, and that SJSU
advocates the dropping of the team

93 Paseo De San Antonio
295-4336
Mon. -Fri.- 7:30am-6pm
Sat. 10am-6pm

once, receiving an 11.60, tar below
Yumi Mordre’s (of Washington)
first -place score of 9.75.

around was below her previous record-setting score of 36.05 at the NorPac championships March 22.

But Hughes maintained her high
standard in the floor exercise, scoring a 9.15. placing her 17th out of 35
competitors.

"It ( regional competition( was
kind of anti -climatic for her," said
SJSU assistant coach Bill Strom.

Hughes’ score of 35.10 in all-

Fullerton State won the team
competition, scoring 188.45.
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singles competition and her opponent as well in her 6-1.6-0 pounding of
Tracy Ilinchcliff.
Doubles action went quickly for
the Spartans.
McAdam and Thompson buried
the Ducks, 6-0, 6-3, in the No. 1 doubles.
Simons and Stockman won the
No. 2 match with a 6-3,6-1 decision.
In the No, 3 match, Espinosa
teamed with Jeannette Pasley-Miller
to beat Oregon, 6-2,6-3.

!tithe’s single drove in Toni Williamson to make the score 2-0.
The Beavers’ final run came
when Tracy llolloway drove in Schoonover with a sacrifice fly.
Dawn Hilgenberg, who pitched
the second game for SJS1.1, was not
pleased with the outcome.
"I was very frustrated," she
said. "The umpire gave me a really
small strike zone."
Head coach Kathy Strahan said
her team was worn out from the first
game.
"It’s like we didn’t have anything
left," she said.
"I should be pleased and really.
deep down inside, I am, but On the
second game) we didn’t even
threaten them offensively. I think
that we are bet ter hitters than that."

Sconiers signs
The Associated Press
Daryl Sconiers, one of major
league baseball’s best young hittint,
prospects a few years ago before run
ning into drug and injury problems.
signed Sunday with the San Jose Bees
of the Class A California League.
Sconiers, 27, will be the starting
first baseman and will join other ex
pros, including third baseman Keit
Reitz and pitchers Mike Norris am’
Steve Howe
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A.S. BUDGET CONCERNS?
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO TALK
ABOUT YOUR IDEAS AND VIEWS
OF THE
’86-’87 BUDGET
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PUBLIC FORUM
APRIL 9th-3:00 PM

A.S. COUNCIL CHAMBERS
(5 Minutes or

Less)

IF YOU HAVE AN ARMADILLO
BRING IT!!!
SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Bloom County

Spartaguide
The SJSU Counseling Center will hold a discussion
group for people with eating-related disorders from 3:30
to 5 p.m. tomorrow at the Counseling Center in the Admissions Building. For more information contact Kent Emmett or Del Mahrle at 277-2966.

The

SJSU Kendo Club will hold Japanese
swordsmanship training at 7 tonight in the men’s gym,
Room 220. For more information contact Alyne Hazard at
734-3115.

The Community Committee for International Students will provide conversational English tutoring for international students from 10 a.m. to noon tomorrow in the
Administration Building, Room 222. For more information, contact Muriel Andrews at 279-4575.

The Hillel Jewish Student Association will hold a
lunch at noon today in the Hillel Office, 300 S. 10th Street.
For more information contact Pamela at 294-8311.

The SJSU College Republicans will meet at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. For
more information contact Paul Mezzetta at 736-2282.

Circle K, a service and leadership club, will meet at
3:30 p.m today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. For
more information contact Kelly at 288-4705.

The Hispanic Business Association will meet at 5 p m
tomorrow in Business Classroom 004. For more information contact Deanna Gonzales at 736-3207.

The Executive Council of Business Students will meet
at 2 p.m. today in Business Clasroom 001. For more information contact Patrick Andreasen at 559-38311.

Career Planning and Placement will present "Careers for Physics Majors" at 1:30 p.m. today in the Science Building, Room 164. For more information contact
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

The Associated Students Child Care Committee will
meet from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. For more information contact Pat Phillips at 277-3201.
The Chemistry Department will hold a seminar at
1:30 p.m. today in Duncan Hall, Room 505. For more information contact lrena Fairman at 277-2366.
The Student Health Advisory Committee will provide
a blood pressure booth from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow on
the first floor of the Student Union. For more information
contact Oscar Battle at 277-3622.
The Asian American Christian Fellowship will meet
at 7 tonight in the Student Union Costanoan Room. For
more information contact Don Chin at 997-7808.
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Career Planning and Placement will present "Summer Job Hunting Techniques" at 2 p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden Room. Contact Cheryl Allmen at 2772272.
Career Planning and Placement will present "Resume I" at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in Business Classroom
001. Contact Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.
The Student Health Service will offer a seven-week
weight control program beginning at 1:30 p.m. today in
the Health Building, Room 210. Contact Sonya Gumm or
Maggie Hershberger at 277-3814.
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The India Student’s Association will meet from I :3t1
a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the Student Union Costanoan
Room. For more information contact Satish Sathe at 2584485
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The SJSU Cheerleaders will have tryouts and
workshops at 7 p.m. today through Friday in the men’s

The Student Health Advisory Committee will hold a
recruitment meeting at 3 p.m. today in the Health Center,
Room 208. For more information contact Oscar Battle at
277-3622.
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The Campus Crusade for Christ will present "Tuesday Night Live" at 7 tonight in Hoover Hall Lounge. For
more information contact Dan Ryder at 294-4249.

The Jewish Studies Program will present the Sixth
Annual Robert E. Levinson Lecture at 8 tonight in the
Music Building, Room 150.

The SJSU Archery Club will meet from 6 to 7 tonight
in the Student Union Montalvo Room. For more information contact Natalie at 295-7619.

Berke Breathed

&hypo 01.10,1

The Financial Management Association will present
a speech on cortimercial real estate at 5 p.m today in the
Student Union Almaden Room. For more information
contact Scott Davies at 277-3201.
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The Associated Students special allocations committee voted 4-0 Thursday to give $200 to Minority Students
for Biomedical Research for its Science Colloquium to be
held April 23 and 24.
Faculty and students will devote regular class time
today and tomorrow to discussions about how military
spending affects both the economy and people’s personal
lives. The exercise is to be reminiscent of the ’605 teach ins.
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’Dynasty’ estate in Woodside
At left, a tour group at the Filoli Mansion and
Gardens admire white tulips in the Sunken Garden.
Below on left, tourists cross through the back yard of
the Filoli Mansion on their way to the main gardens.
Below, tour guide Clarence Conrad tells talks to
tourists in the mansion’s flower -filled Tea House.
Easter lilies, daisies and irises line the walls of the
room.
Photos by Kurt Leptich

Daily staff photographer

Filoli florals
Ever-changing gardens
attract mansion visitors
By Robert
Daily staff writer

$19.50 and the deadline to sign up is
July 25.
Filoli was built between 1915 and
THE MIDST of towering Irish 1919 by William Bowers Bourn II who
yews and weeping Japanese
IN
controlled a number of prosperous
cherry trees, there exists a sunbusinesses including the Empire gold
dial with the inscription, "Time
mine, in Nevada City, Calif., and the
began in a garden." Surrounded by
Greystone Winery (now the Christian
pink tulips and trimmed hedges, the
Brothers Winery I in Napa Valley. He
sundial rises up in the center of the
was also president of the Spring ValWalled Garden as the only element of ley Water Company, which is now the
time at the Filoli Mansion and GarSan Francisco Water Company.
dens.
The 43-room mansion formerly
Although the rest of the Woodserved as a retreat for Bourn and his
side. Calif . estate has a tendency to
wife until he sold it to Mr. and Mrs.
keep new visitors in a timeless state
William Roth in 1937 It was deeded to
of awe and appreciation for the aesthe National Trust for Historic Presthetic surroundings, Clarence Conervation in 1975 due to the efforts of
rad, a tour guide for Filoli, said that
Mrs. William Roth. The Roths not
people can visit once a month and
only preserved the mansion but enstill see new flowers.
riched the gardens as well.
The gardens are in a constant
The three-story mansion, destate of rotation in which old flowers
signed in Georgian Country style
are dug up and replaced with new
with English overtones by Willis
ones.
Polk, a San Francisco architect, con"We try to keep as much color as
tains 36,000 square feet of interior
possible," Conrad said.
floor space and has 17 fireplaces.
The 654-acre estate, with its careOutside, 18,000 square feet of land is
fully planned 16-acre gardens, is locovered by the massive structure
cated on the eastern slope of the
that sits on an earth podium raised
Coast Range Mountains about 30
four feet above the natural grade of
miles south of San Francisco. The
land
mansion was once used as the setting
According to Conrad, Filoli is deof "Dynasty" and the gardens have
rived from the first two letters of the
been used in the movie "Heaven Can
words, "Fight, Love and Live." The
Wait "
credo, "Fight for a just cause, love
The estate tour is part of the Doyour fellow man and live a good life"
mestic Travel Tour program set up
by the &1St I Continuing Education
Department.
The Domestic Travel Tour program was established in the spring of
1984 to offer a new kind of activity for
the university community, said Richella Goo, program assistant for doComito
By Hobert
mestic and international travel proDaily staff writer
grams at SJSU.
Besides the Filoli tour, other Do"But you don’t need to be a stumestic Travel Tours scheduled for
dent to participate," Goo said.
spring are:
The "Gourmet Shopping and
TIIER TOURS SET up by
Tasting" tour leaves SJSU’s Seventh
Continuing Education include
and
Tast"Gourmet Shopping
Street parking garage April 12 at
ing," "San Francisco’s Neighbor9 a .m and returns at 6 p.m. This tour
begins with a visit to Mountain
hoods." two "Factory Outlet ShopView’s gourmet coffee company,
ping Spree" tours and "Antiques and
Curiosity Shopping."
Peter James Coffee Ltd., and contin"The tours are a good way to see
ues on to the best gourmet shops in
things, with a knowledgeable tour
San Francisco and Berkeley.
leader, that you might not see on your
A world of fine chocolates.
English crumpets, pasta, exotic
own," said Judy Rickard, publicity
spices and coffees awaits
director for Continuing Education.
adventurers.
Rickard added that the tours are
The registration deadline was
a nice way to meet people with simitoo.
March 21. but space is still available.
lar interests
The fee is $27.50 per person.
But early sign ups are recomThe "San Francisco’s
mended because the trips fill up fast.
The next "Filoli Mansion and
Neighborhoods" tour leaves SJSU’s
Seventh Street parking garage April
Garden" tours are scheduled for May
19al 9 a.m. and returns at 5:30 p.m
10 and Aug. 30. The August trip,
More than 60 national and ethnic
which still has space available, costs

’The tours are a good
way to see things,
with a knowledgeable tour leader, that
you might not see on
your own.’
Judy Rickard,
Continuing Education
publicity director
was one that Bourn admired
LAND WAS once used by
THE
the Costanoan Indians about
1,000 years ago, before the
Spanish occupation, Conrad said.
Old apple cedars majestically
mark the entrance to the mansion.
Flowers are abundant in every room
of the mansion, which includes the
drawing room, French room, dining
room, pantry and kitchen, library,
the study, card room and the ballroom.
Although each room has its own
distinct style of interior design, the
ballroom highlights the tour

The ballroom walls are covered
with murals of another one of Bourn’s
estates in Ireland called Muckross.
The giant murals of the Muckross
House and Abbey along with scenic
depictions of the Lakes of Killarney
were painted in 1925 by Ernest Peixotto, Conrad said.
Besides the murals, the room’s
17-foot ceilings, 6-foot Italian marble
fireplace, and impressive wooden
floors gives it a rich appeal.
"Sometimes I feel awed by the
great wealth," Conrad said.
In the gardens, 250 Irish yews, or
evergreen towers of hedge, stand
ihout 30 feet tall The yews, which

One-day Bay Area excursions
offer fun, shopping, delicacies

0

RESIDENCE HALL
APPLICATIONS

groups are represented in the city
The tour includes a visit to North
Beach and the Ilaight-Ashbury area
-- former home of the flower children
during the ’60s. The Mission District,
with its Latino flavor, and the
predominantly gay Castro area are
also part of the tour.
The sign up deadline was March
28, but space is still available. The fee
is 622.50 per person.
e Two "Factory Outlet Shopping
Spree" tours are scheduled for May 3
and Aug. 23. They depart from the
Seventh Street parking garage at
8:30 a.m. and return at 5:30 p.m. This
tour includes women’s apparel

TO ENJOY the garden, Conrad said to make haste slowly
S0
when touring, since the gardens
are considered some of the most
beautiful in the world.
The "Filoli Mansion and Garden" tours leave the Seventh Street
garage at 9:45 a.m., and return at 4
p.m. The deadline for the August trip
is July 25
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TEACHER
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
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DATE: Tuesday, April 8, 1986
TIME: 9:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
PLACE: Career Planning and Placement Center
Be sure to contact your Career Planning and
Placement Center if you are now, or will later this
spring receive your certification.

t4

Reduced 815.00
Reduced $ 30.00
Reduced 940.00

COI

On -Campus interviews with representatives of the
PITTSBURG UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

For Fall 1986 will be available for new
residents April 14, 1986 at University
Housing Services, W est Hall, Main Floor
375 S. 9th St.
277-2128

out
in San Francisco’s Mission,
Potrero and south of Market areas.
Registration deadline for the
May 3 trip is April 11, and deadline
for the Aug, 23 trip is Aug. I. The fee
is $25 per person.
Finally, the last leg of the
Spring ’86 series is the "Antiques and
Curiosity Shopping" tour. This tour
leaves Seventh Street parking garage
May 17 at 9a.m. and returns at 6 p.m
This tour to San Anselmo, the
"Antiques Capital of Northern
California, includes more than 120
dealers of antiques and collectibles.
Registration deadline is May 2,
and the fee is $22 per person.

only need to be cut about once every
four years, were grown from clippings from the Muckross estate, Conrad said.
Although 16 acres of the gardens
are the result of careful planning on
the part of Bruce Porter and Isabelle
Worth when the mansion was built,
the remaining acreage remains in its
natural state of California beauty.
There are about 5,000 different
plants in the gardens, according to
Lucy Erickson, Filoli’s head garden
supervisor, and in the summer
months it takes about 90,000 gallons
of water a day to keep them green.
Thousands of flowers bloom on
the estate and a sweet smell lingers
constantly in the air. The variety of
blooming flowers depends on the season, and in the spring one can expect
to see hundreds of azaleas, camellias, daffodils and rhododendrons in
assorted colors and sizes.

Many of the camellia bushes are
about 14 feel high in portions of the
gardens, and range from white to a
deep red color
But, the gardens are in a constant state of rotation, Conrad said,
and spring’s tulips give way to thousands of multicolored daisies. Wisteria, iris, and clematis are scattered
throughout the gardens in late
spring, and summer holds begonias,
perennial border and a rose garden of
at least 500 roses.
Fall brings forth the beauty of
chrysanthemums, copper beeches
and Japanese maples, and the
trimmed shrubs Crimson Pygmy,
Santolina Wren and Dwarf English
Lavender give beauty to the gardens all year long.
One of the most impressive gardens is the Sunken Garden with its
long pool and fountain.
The High Place, or the highest
spot in the garden, gives a good view
of the gardens’ flamboyant color and
organization.
There is a marble plaque in the
Walled Garden with the inscription
"Festina Lente" that Conrad said
means "make haste slowly."
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